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To stay ahead of the competition, successful companies are now constantly 

evolving with speed and innovation, which are the vital ingredients 

to determine and shape the future growth.  In facing today’s global 

competition, organisations and institutions will need to deliver high 

performance through the interaction among internal team members for 

greater creativity and innovative approach of attracting more customers and 

talents to replenish the natural growth of a company’s

Work is no longer the same as it was in the past.  It has become more 

complex and requiring diversity among colleagues handling multi-tasks. 

Therefore it is crucial for companies to recruit top talents for creating a more 

sustainable growth.  To attract top talents companies need to create a more 

enjoyable work place, putting in place a more meaningful work conditions to 

allow employees to have a better balance in work for every-day’s new work 

experience. 

Coming together is a beginning,  
Keeping together is progress, 
Working together is success.  
Henry Ford

Acknowledge: Sketches done by Kwin Krisadaphong





CESE: Centre Spine

We understand how you work, organise, and love to personalise your workspace. With this in mind, 

we have created CESE, the centre spine, designed to link work tools and personal items together.  

Whether you need to organise documents, or charging your smartphone that sits nicely on a tray or 

on the shelf, or to create more privacy by using an acoustic or light privacy screen attaching to the 

centre spine, keeping everything in line with simplicity and functional to enhance your daily work 

through the new CESE.
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01 Tray - CESE trays enables exchange of ideas between teams.  

02/03 Screens - Design with privacy in mind, CESE provides 

screen above worktops and modesty screens underneath 

worktops with available options of perforated metal sheet, mesh 

fabric, or MFC thin panel.
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3_COM Lite 
3_COM Lite panel system is the 30mm thin panel designed for the modern offi  ce workplace environment.  

The 3_COM Lite fl at-ended trim, thin and clean panel system which can be confi gured in various palette 

of materials.  The use of smart connector system between the screens creates minimisation of any visible 

connections.  With confi guration in freestanding, mobile, hanging screen panel, sit-in or desktop - the 

possibilities are endless, giving you the fl exibility and freedom of creating a more personalised workspace.
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Hanging Panel
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Desktop Panel: CESE/ Sit-in



3_COM Lite full height panel are available in writeable glass and accessories tile 

to support your task and your essential worktools.  A Panel confi gurationof 120° 

workstation cluster createsa collaborative environment for your team.
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Redefi ne your personal workstation, a balance workplace that supports 

your business and culture.  By having a lower panel height cluster 

workstation, each member working in their own space can focus on 

individual task while having the sense of connecting with all colleagues 

for greater collaboration.
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Executive

3_COM Lite complete panel system optimises your space, boost productivity, and support 

both team and individual ways of working.  Creating executive cubicle is made simple with 

freestanding desk, overhead storage unit and higher panel height increase privacy and create 

focus-oriented task.  3_COM Lite off ers optional wire management at the bottom raceway or 

middle (above the tabletop) raceway.
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3_COM Lite optimises the space you have and off ers convenience for overheadstorage 

to keep your fi les organised with the built in hanging rail for swing door or open-shelf 

cabinet.  3_COM Lite supports the ease of installation & dismantle, reconfi gure for 

expansion or minimize workspaces to meet your requirement.
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MOD.2
MOD.2 by TaZ, 55mm block & tile panel systems available in both monolithic and segmented tiles, 

that off ers simplicity, modularity and fl exibility to meet the demand of the contemporary workplace.  

Create a coherent design across the workspaces, from collaborative and semi-open space to private 

offi  ce cubicles, possibilities are endless.  MOD.2 panel systems are ready for any future expansion and 

can be easily reconfi gurable, plus with the tile skin cover that can be replaceable.
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Versatility for quick changes
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Removable 
Tile Panel



Workstation Confi gurations 

MOD.2 system provides in monolithic or segmented tiles with a woodgrain laminate and 

fi nishes that can be tailored to diff erent workspaces.  The fl exibility opens the possibilities to 

create a working environment that optimise the way your team work.
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Hybrid Ability : 3_COM Lite & MOD.2

Designed in unison with 3_COM Lite, each product can be used individually 

as well as together as a hybrid system to create a greater collaboration with 

aesthetics.

MOD.2 can be connected with 3_COM Lite panel by using a hybrid connector.  

3_COM Lite off ers simple divider while MOD.2 off ers a large capacity for cables 

and can be route from the fl oor to the bottom raceway or to the middle (above 

the worktop) raceway via the connecting post.
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Executive

MOD.2 complements your workspace environment, whether the environment is set in 

traditional or formal appearance for executives.  Open space workstation can be transform 

into executive cubicle.  With its fl exibility, user can specify before or add-on after with 

stackable tile or block panel.  MOD.2 furnishes and creates workspace, giving shape to many 

possible executive workstation confi gurations, partitions and cubicle rooms.
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Large palette of materials options is available to choose from, or to be customised for meeting your 

offi  ce design.  3_COM Lite panel systems are available in both monolithic or segmented, with wide 

range options of fabric, tackable, melamine, glass (frosted, tint or clear), accessory tile, perforated 

metal fi nish, as well as acoustic material Ekous.  3_COM Lite off ers element such as hanging and over-

head storage units, work tool accessories and wire management.

· Fabric
· Writeable Glass 
· Accessory Tile
· Ekous (Acoustic Material)

· Frosted Glass
· Clear Glass
· Polycarbonate

· Hanging Cabinet
· Hanging Shelf
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MOD.2 panel systems are available in block or tile system with 10 standard widths (450, 600, 700, MOD.2 panel systems are available in block or tile system with 10 standard widths (450, 600, 700, 

750, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1600mm) and 5 standard heights(1000, 1200, 1350, 1500 and 750, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 and 1600mm) and 5 standard heights(1000, 1200, 1350, 1500 and 

1600mm).1600mm).

- Stackable panel are available in 2 standard heights (150mm and 300mm)- Stackable panel are available in 2 standard heights (150mm and 300mm)

- Open shelf can be positioned at any height to create additional personal storage or work surfaces. - Open shelf can be positioned at any height to create additional personal storage or work surfaces. 

· Fabric
· Writeable Glass 
· Accessory Tile
· Ekous (Acoustic Material)

· Frameless Translucent 
Top Screen · Accessory Tile· Perforated Tile · Bottom Raceway

· Middle Raceway

· Frosted Glass
· Clear Glass
· Polycarbonate
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01 Open Shelf  Can be position at any height within reach.  02 Off  Module Cabinet  Store your fi les neatly and cabinet can be place along hanging 

rail.  03 Worktools Accessories  A wide selection of accessories includes pencil & paper tray, telephone tray, desk-mounted power module, task 

light, and monitor arm holder for your monitor screen.  04 Raceway  Both 3_COM Lite & MOD.2 panel systems off er power & data plugs on the 

panel surface.  05 Desk Groove  Cables can now easily reach to worktop as optional.  06 Single Top Trim  Clean and simple lines can be achieve 

by using extruded aluminium single top trim.  07 Stackable panel  Available in 2 standard heights (150mm and 300mm).  08 Fleg Height 

Adjustability  Improve the way you work by adjusting to your ideal table height.
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Support for Power & Technology 

For clean and organise wiring, panels fully house all power and data cables via raceway 

complete with removable cover.

· Connector Post· Raceway Cover
· Middle Raceway - 
Cables are hidden neatly

· Cables are route from 
fl oor to raceway via 
connector post

· Cables are route from 
fl oor to raceway via 
connector post
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